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How is this novel about the threat of the lead character’s demise? Choose at least 
one.

Physical death:

• Ethan’s in the military. Frequent battle is life and death.

Professional ruin:

• This is the beginning of Ethan’s career, so he needs to do well. He’s assigned to 
a platoon bad shape whose shabby performance could bring him down. Then 
(ACT THREE or FOUR), he commits himself 100% to the platoon’s success, 
willing to go down with it if he can’t lead it to victory.

Psychological collapse:

• Ethan is an outspoken, restless adventure seeker, so a spiraling platoon and a 
failed first command would force him into a life of dull military servitude, 
without the chance of the military adventures he signed up for.

What obsession causes the lead character to act irrationally if pushed too far?

Ethan loathes the idea of being confined, whether it’s physically or whether it’s a 
situation keeping him from opportunities.

As a motif, he’s claustrophobic. He’ll do anything to stay out of tight spaces.

How does the setting provide conflict? Explain for each setting in the novel.

Bravarius 4b is an unknown planet. Turns out, some revolutionaries have made it their 
home base.

The terrain is rocky and rough. It’s dark and cloudy a lot. Terraforming has eroded 
over the millennia since it was abandoned.

COP Bender is exposed to attack, but CPT Grün doesn’t share this worry.

Life within FCS Palisade is tight quarters. Escalating tensions in the platoon (and 
company: Black Skulls vs rest of company)

Ancient Human City Ruins on Bravarius 4b (nicknamed by soldiers? Death City? Shit 
Town?)

What is the lead character’s passionate/ethical center that would provoke aggressive 
action if violated?
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Family?

Ethan’s family died throughout his childhood in the ghettos of his home world. 
Though he doesn’t have a family anymore, he won’t violate anyone else’s family. Also, 
once he begins to develop family-like ties with his platoon, those family-first feelings 
migrate to those relationships.

In other words, he believes in family first, but he doesn’t have one anymore.

That will change by the end of the story.

Is there a political/social issue that would trigger a powerful response in both the lead 
character and your reader?

The galactic gov’t bureaucracy, the Herravälde, filters reality to its citizens, repressing 
them from their potential.

Most importantly, the Herravälde controls drifting technology (faster than light travel) 
to control humanity and remain in power. If people can’t travel from star system to star 
system, they can’t unite or rise up.

Since Ethan, on a primal level, wants freedom above all else, this will be an issue.

Incidentally, the revolutionaries in the series, beginning with the opposition character 
here, Rykal, are trying to democratize that drifting technology in order to free 
humanity from the galactic gov’t.

What’s the opposition's name?

Minor Phage Lord Rykal Chariwala… or Rykal, for short.

Is the opposition a bad guy or a good guy? Not all opposition forces are immoral…
but most are.

Rykal has great intentions, acquiring and distributing drift tech to humanity to free 
humanity from the grip of the Herravälde, but he eventually gets crazy about it, willing 
to kill anyone in his way.

It’s not a big stretch to see him as a good guy, fighting for humanity’s freedom from 
the Herravälde’s monopoly on FTL travel.

How will the reader sympathize with the opposition?
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He’s fighting for humanity’s freedom.

Also, his mentoree/surrogate daughter, Nazila, is killed by Ethan and RAMPAGE, 
breaking his heart.

How does the opposition justify him/hers/itself?

The Herravälde is an oppressive bureaucracy. It’s restricting drift tech in order to keep 
humanity under its thumb.

He wants to re-establish the ancient (now broken) alliance between humans and the 
Etherium Empire, which lies beyond/within drift space.

Mysterious Xenos (aliens) have been violently encroaching human space. An alliance 
with the Etherium Empire, plus FTL travel, is the only ways humanity can protect itself 
against future annihilation from Xenos.

Why is the opposition opposed specifically to the lead character?

Rykal sees the armed forces of the Herravälde (Hegemonic Strategic Command - 
HSC) as a foolish, mindless inconvenience. Ethan’s platoon, not even realizing Rykal’s 
overarching intentions, engages Rykal and his small group of revolutionaries.

Once Ethan’s platoon kill Nazila in a battle, Rykal looses it, becoming focused on 
revenge on Ethan personally. 

Why can't the opposition and the lead character walk away from each other?

Ethan can’t leave Bravarius 4b because he committed his career and the future of the 
Black Skull Platoon this the success of this supposedly simple mission, which is 
securing a possible drift relic for the Herravälde and wiping out some local 
revolutionaries.

Rykal’s life mission is to acquire drift relics in order to piece together the technology 
behind drift travel. He can’t stomach leaving such a relic in the hands of the 
Herravälde.

Why is the opposition morally committed to ruining or killing the lead character?

Rykal doesn’t care about Ethan at all until Ethan kills Nazila. After that… it’s on.
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What other characters contribute to the confrontation between the opposition and 
the lead character?

SFC Embla Agnarsson is a by-the-book platoon sergeant who wants to see her 
soldiers reunite as solid, well-performing unit. (They’ve fallen apart under Ethan’s 
predecessor). Ethan wants to lead the platoon on an adventure; Embla wants her 
platoon to be safe until it can heal its wounds.

Nazila Abuvala is a success-seeking rising star of the revolutionary faction. She’s 
military minded, better than Ethan, a novice drift phage, and she wants to wipe out all 
opposition. She pours herself into destroying the Black Skulls once they move into 
Rykal’s territory on Bravarius 4b, threatening his success.

Summarize The Final Battle:

There are big guns, explosions, a powerful mech, and drift magic causing destruction 
and mayhem all around the ruins of an ancient human city. Oh, and did I mention 
demons?

Rykal has taken command of now-deceased Nazila’s military forces, now coming 
down directly upon the smaller force of the Black Skulls Platoon with the intent of 
annihilation.

Ethan and the Black Skulls must win or die.

Embla and Svante, have been captured and are doing some Spec-Ops style 
maneuvers to secure the drift relic while the big fighting is going on, using their 
limited drift magic abilities.

In the end, they all unite, fight as a solid unit, and kill Rykal in a spectacular display of 
drift energy [boom zang pow!]

Why are the stakes at their highest during The Final Battle?

For the Black Skulls, they must win or die. It’s no longer just about professional 
survival as a platoon.

Ethan finds out that if they don’t get out of the mega-structure in time, they’ll all be 
wiped out when CPT Grün drops an anti-matter bomb from orbit in 25 hours.

For Rykal, he can’t lose this relic to the this puny HSC platoon because he can’t stand 
another psychological loss. He also needs the powerful relic to promote himself 
within the revolutionary faction, and then he’ll finally show all the galaxy how 
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dedicated and visionary he is!!! 


